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INTRODUCTION

Fluid-rock interaction is important in a wide range of settings in the middle crust to the 
upper mantle. Fluids are liberated in the crust during prograde metamorphism in convergent-
margin settings. At greater depth, devolatilization of subducting lithosphere plays a major 
role in global element cycling, metasomatic alteration of the mantle, and the genesis of arc 
magmas. Mafic magmas produced in these settings may stall in the lower crust and liberate 
volatiles that metasomatize surrounding rocks and trigger production of silicic magmas of 
crustal derivation. Mounting evidence points to an important role for metasomatic alteration 
by saline brines in the genesis of some lower-crustal granulite-facies metamorphic terranes.

Unlike shallow geothermal systems or low-grade metamorphic environments, there has 
been only limited progress in modeling the fluid-rock interaction that characterizes the deeper 
geologic systems enumerated above. Such phase-equilibrium models require as input the 
chemical potential, mi

 ∂
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of the participating phases or species i, where Gi is the Gibbs free energy of i, ni is the number 
of moles of i, P is pressure, and T is temperature. At the P and T of interest,

m = m + ( ) 2i i iRTln a

Where m° is standard state chemical potential, a is activity, R is the gas constant, and T is 
absolute temperature. 

It is challenging to quantify the right-hand terms in Equation (2) at P and T ranging 
from the middle crust to the upper mantle. This is chiefly because of (1) limitations in our 
quantitative knowledge of key properties of relevant solutes and H2O, and (2) uncertainty in 
how properly to model solute activities at the requisite conditions. As a consequence, aqueous 
geochemists have been discouraged from plying their trade in the numerous deep geologic 
systems in which fluid-rock interaction may play a major role in the Earth’s chemical and 
physical evolution.

Here, I discuss strategies for determining the standard-state chemical potential and the 
activity of a dissolved solute at conditions corresponding to the lower crust and upper mantle. 
I show that simple approaches can be used to derive reasonable approximations of standard-
state properties. The parameters necessary for constraining activity coefficients of aqueous 
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solutes can be calculated or estimated, leading to the conclusion that activity models for 
dilute aqueous species yield accurate representations of solute behavior at the concentrations 
observed or predicted in a wide range of H2O-rich aqueous solutions at high P and T. This 
provides the foundation for study of fluid-mineral interaction in a variety of high-PT scenarios.

CHEMICAL POTENTIALS OF AQUEOUS SPECIES IN HIGH-PT FLUIDS

Standard state chemical potentials of aqueous species

The conventional standard-state for aqueous species in relatively dilute solutions is unit 
activity of the hypothetical 1.0 molal solution, referenced to infinite dilution. Standard-state 
thermodynamic properties of an aqueous solute therefore account for the consequences of 
its transfer to, and influence on, the solvent H2O. When dissolved in H2O, an ion such as 
Na+ attracts H2O dipoles so that they form a coordinating cluster, or shell, in which the H2O 
molecules are more densely packed and more ordered than they would otherwise be in the 
ion’s absence. For octahedral coordination of H2O around the sodium ion, we can describe the 
hydration process as

2 2 6  Na H O Na(H O) (6  3)+ ++ =

Structures such as Na(H2O)6
+ constitute entities in which the number of H2O molecules 

may vary on short time scales but attain some long-term average that varies with P and T. 
Accordingly, for the purposes geochemical applications that must address a wide range condi-
tions, it is conventional to neglect the hydration waters when writing reactions (i.e., Na+, not 
Na(H2O)6

+). Any variations in hydration are implicit, and accounted for in the standard state 
thermodynamic properties of the solutes. This is the same as assuming that the change in any 
state property associated with Equation (3) is zero.

The Helgeson-Kirkham-Flowers equation of state. The hydration process involves 
energetic changes that must be taken into account in characterizing the thermodynamic 
properties of a solute. There are numerous thermodynamic models for the standard state 
properties of aqueous species (for a review see Dolejš 2013). In geochemistry, the most widely 
used thermodynamic model is the Helgeson-Kirkham-Flowers equation of state, or HKF EOS 
(Helgeson and Kirkham 1976; Helgeson et al. 1981; Tanger and Helgeson 1988). The HKF 
EOS accounts for the energetics of transferring a solute to H2O as the sum of the intrinsic 
properties of the solute, the structural change of solvent H2O around the solute (“collapse”, 
because solution volume decreases), and the electrostatic interactions between the solvent 
H2O dipoles and the solute (“solvation”). Hence, the standard Gibbs free energy change of 
bringing a solute into solution may be written

,intrinsic ,collapse ,solvation (4)i i i iG G G G∆ = ∆ + ∆ + ∆   

(All properties considered here are implicitly “conventional”; i.e., relative to those of H+.) The 
terms on the right in Equation (4) are not strictly separable (Helgeson and Kirkham 1976). Be-
cause solvation effects may be taken into account through electrostatic theory, it is convenient 
to distinguish them explicitly from nonsolvation effects defined as

non-solvation ,intrinsic ,collapse (5)i iG G G∆ = ∆ + ∆  

This leads to

,non-solvation ,solvation (6)i i iG G G∆ = ∆ + ∆  

In the HKF EOS, nonsolvation contributions are quantified through species-specific, P-T 
independent EOS coefficients. The solvation contributions are treated via Born theory, which 
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describes the Gibbs energy change of solvation as a function of the static dielectric constant, 
H O, of H2O:

2

,solvation
H O

1
1 (7)i iG

 
∆ = ω −  ε 



where ω is a species-specific, P-T independent EOS coefficient. The requisite parameters 
have been derived for a wide variety of aqueous species (Shock and Helgeson 1988; Shock 
et al. 1989; Shock and Helgeson 1990; Shock et al. 1992; Pokrovskii and Helgeson 1995, 
1997; Shock et al. 1997; Sverjensky et al. 1997; Plyasunov and Shock 2001). Thus, the Gibbs 
energies and other thermodynamic properties of solutes can be computed in the HKF EOS 
framework, provided that the dielectric constant of pure H2O (Eqn. 7) is well known. 

Unfortunately, deploying HKF 
theory at deep crustal and upper 
mantle conditions is problematic be-
cause 

2H Oε  has only been measured 
to 5 kbar and 550 °C (Heger et al. 
1980) (Fig. 1). Estimates using the 
Kirkwood equation (Pitzer 1983; 
Fernández et al. 1997) or other ap-
proaches (Franck et al. 1990) have 
been employed to extend values of 

2H Oε  to 10 kbar and 1000 °C, and 
there has been recent progress in us-
ing ab initio molecular dynamics to 
compute 

2H Oε  to very high pressures 
(Pan et al. 2013). Nevertheless, the 
most widely used implementation 
of the HKF thermodynamic data-
base and computational framework 
(SUPCRT92, Johnson et al. 1992) is 
based on the 

2H Oε  extension of Pitzer 
(1983), and is limited to a maximum 
pressure to 5 kbar. The absence of 
high-P 

2H Oε  data thus prevents use 
of the HKF EOS to study mineral-
fluid equilibria in the high-PT envi-
ronments of interest here.

Density models. There are several alternate approaches that can be used to derive high-P 
standard state Gibbs energies of aqueous species (Dolejš 2013). For work at high P and T, 
density correlations offer the best prospects because they can be tied to well-calibrated EOS 
for H2O (Marshall and Franck 1981; Marshall and Mesmer 1984; Eugster and Baumgartner 
1987; Anderson et al. 1991; Dolejš and Manning 2010). Density models are based on the 
observation that isothermal changes in the logarithms of the equilibrium constants (K) for 
many dissociation reactions display linear correlations with 

2H Ologρ . An example is the 
variation in the equilibrium constant for the self-dissociation of H2O 

2H O  H  OH (8)+ −= +  
(Sweeton et al. 1974; Marshall and Franck 1981) (Fig. 2). The relations shown in Figure 2 
suggest that at constant temperature
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Figure 1. Dielectric constant of H2O as a function of tempera-
ture at constant pressure. Data are from Heger et al. (1980). 
Solid lines show fitted and extrapolated values from Fernán-
dez et al. (1997).
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2H Olog log (9)K m n= + ρ

where m and n are fit parameters, which may be treated as polynomials in T, e.g.

1 2 3
0 1 2 3     (10)m m m T m T m T− − −= + + +

1 2
0 2     (11)n n n T n T− −= + +

(Marshall and Quist 1967; Mesmer et al. 1988; Anderson et al. 1991). Numerous other dissocia-
tion reactions display similar behavior, including alkali-halide dissociation (Franck 1956; Quist 
and Marshall 1968b; Frantz and Marshall 1982; Ho and Palmer 1997), acid and base dissocia-
tion (Frantz and Marshall 1984; Mesmer et al. 1988; Mesmer 1991; Ho and Palmer 1997), and 
the dissolution of oxide and halide minerals (Fournier and Potter 1982; Manning 1994; Caciagli 
and Manning 2003; Antignano and Manning 2008a,b; Dolejš and Manning 2010).

Manning (1998) showed that logK values for homogeneous and heterogeneous equilibria 
derived from the HKF EOS also display linear correlations with 

2H Ologρ  at high P. Similar 
behavior was demonstrated for ∆G° for individual aqueous species. Figure 3 gives example 
correlations, which were derived using SUPCRT92 and thermodynamic data from Pokrovskii 
and Helgeson (1995). LogK values were computed at 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, and 5.0 kbar and 400-
600 °C. In Figure 3A, it can be seen that calculated logK for the homogeneous equilibrium 
HAlO2 = H+ + AlO2

− varies linearly with with 
2H Ologρ . Also shown for selected isotherms are 

the ±0.5 kcal/mol average uncertainties in the predictions estimated by Shock and Helgeson 
(1988). The distribution of predicted logK values along isotherms is demonstrably linear 
within the stated uncertainties. Similar results are obtained for the equilibrium constant for 
corundum hydrolysis and ∆G° of Al+3 (Fig. 3), as well as for many other species and equilibria 
(Manning 1998, 2007; Manning et al. 2010, 2013).

The linear correlations displayed in Figure 3 imply that 

2 2H O H O

ln
(12)

ln
T

K V
constant

RT

 ∂ ∆
= − =  ∂ ρ β 



where ∆V° refers to the volume change of the reaction or species of interest and 
2H Oβ  is the 

isothermal compressibility of H2O. Taking Ca+2 as an example, Figure 4 illustrates that the 
HKF EOS predicts that the ratio in Equation (12) approaches a constant value at pressures 
≥ 3 kbar. This is probably because at high P, the nonsolvation contributions to ∆G° approach 
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Figure 2. Variation in the equilibrium 
constant for H2O self-dissociation with 
the logarithm of the density of H2O (g/
cm3). Circles are from Quist (1970). 
Lines show values calculated using the 
equation of Marshall and Franck (1981).
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constant values while the 
solvation contributions depend on 

2H Oε  which is strongly correlated 
with 

2H Oρ  (Dolejš and Manning 
2010). 

The nearly linear isothermal 
variation of logK and ∆G° with 

2H Ologρ  to 5 kbar supports ex-
trapolation to higher P (Fig. 3). 
It is not expected that behavior is 
exactly linear, but several argu-
ments support the conclusion that 
such extrapolations are reason-
able approximations of high-PT 
thermodynamic properties. First, 
the range of 

2H Oρ  over which the 
extrapolation is performed is rela-
tively small, owing to the progres-
sively decreasing compressibility 
of H2O. At any T, the difference 
in 

2H Ologρ  between 3 and 5 kbar 
is about the same as that between 
5 and 10 kbar and about half that 
between 5 and 20 kbar (Fig. 3A). 
Second, variations in the den-
sity of water are significantly less 
nonlinear at the high pressures of 
interest than in the vicinity of the 
critical point. Neither disconti-
nuities nor strong variations in de-
rivative properties occur in dense 
H2O. Finally, the uncertainties in 
logK and ∆G° are large relative 
to potential nonlinearity. Higher 
order fits are not justified at the 
accuracy level of the predictions.

Activity models for aqueous 
species

Activity models have also 
been a major limitation to high-PT 
studies of aqueous chemistry, flu-
id-rock interaction, and reactive 
fluid flow. The activity of a solute 
accounts for the energetic conse-
quence of departure from stan-
dard-state behavior due to inter-
actions with other solutes present  
at finite concentration. Activity is 
related to concentration through

(13)i i ia m= g
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Figure 3. Values of logK and ∆G° vs. 
2H Ologρ  (in g/cm3) il-

lustrating density-based extrapolations for a representative 
homogeneous equilibrium (A), heterogeneous equilibrium 
(B), and single species (C). Data from Pokrovskii and Hel-
geson (1995) were employed with SUPCRT92 to compute 
properties at 3-5 kbar (500 bar increments) at 400-600 °C 
(50 °C increments). Solid lines represent linear fits to calcu-
lated properties along each isotherm, extrapolated to 20 kbar. 
Dashed lines in (A) show isobars. Representative error bars 
correspond to ±0.5 kcal/mol (Shock and Helgeson 1988).
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where gi is the activity coefficient and mi is molal concentration. (Alternate concentration 
scales are necessary at very high solute concentrations.)

In addition to the interactions with H2O discussed above, solutes will also interact with 
each other, and the magnitudes of these interactions may vary significantly depending on 
solute identities. The largest energetic contributions arise from coulombic forces operating on 
solute ions. The hydrated ions of a simple electrolyte like NaCl exert forces of attraction and 
repulsion on each other over relatively large distance, leading to nonrandom ion distributions 
in the solution. The resulting average cluster distribution has lower energy than would a 
random distribution in an ideal solution. The chemical potential of each ionic solute at finite 
but low concentration is thus lower than in it would be if gi = 1, requiring that the activity 
coefficient is less than unity. The number of hydrated clusters increases with rising electrolyte 
concentration. Because the magnitudes of coulombic forces vary with the inverse of separation 
distance, progressively tighter packing of the charged clusters leads to progressively greater 
negative departures from ideality, and hence decreasing activity coefficients.

With continued increase in the concentration of a dissociated NaCl electrolyte in H2O, the 
ion abundance eventually becomes so great that two effects cause activity to cease decreasing, 
and then to rise. First, the added ions eventually involve so much H2O in the formation of 
hydration shells that availability for further hydration is affected. In addition, in tightly packed 
ionic solutions the domination of repulsive over attractive forces reduces “ordering”, which 
diminishes the departure from ideality. Note that in this hypothetical process, the effects of 
association of ions are ignored; i.e., we are taking no account of the possibility of Na+ + Cl− = 
NaCl(aq), the forward progress of which will limit the rise in ion concentration.

Estimation of activity coefficients for geochemical applications has chiefly followed 
two separate lines of investigation. One approach has been the development of “specific-ion 
interaction” approaches based on virial equations (e.g., Pitzer 1977, 1979). This method is 
largely empirical and does not account for the different species of a particular solute ion that 
may be present in solution; i.e., the concentration of Na+ or Cl− is equivalent to the total 
concentration of Na or Cl. Virial equations are especially useful at very high concentrations, 
for example in evaporite brines, but they preclude evaluation of the contributions of distinct 
solute forms of the same element to the interactions among solutions and minerals. Moreover, 
the empirical nature of virial approaches means that a substantial body of experimental data is 
required to implement the approach. Such a body of data simply does not exist at high P and T.
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Ion activity models are generally based on a version of the Debye-Hückel equation, which 
was developed for a solution of completely dissociated ions. These models take the form

2

log (14)
1 å

i
i i

i

Az I
b I

B I
g = − +

+

where A and B are solvent parameters, zi is the ion charge, åi is the ion size parameter (in 
cm), bi is a constant characteristic of the electrolyte and dependent on P and T, and I is ionic 
strength.

Ionic strength is computed from

21
(15)

2
i i

i

I m z= ∑
and has units of concentration, here molality. Debye-Hückel-type equations were developed 
for solutions without ion pairing. However, significant ion pairing is expected at high P and 
T (see below). This can be accounted for by including only unpaired ions in the summation 
(e.g., Helgeson 1969; Helgeson et al. 1981). In this case, I is termed the “true” ionic strength.

In Equation (14), the å parameter is nominally a function of electrostatic radius and hence 
could vary with P and T. However, Helgeson et al. (1981) showed that this need not be consid-
ered. The A and B solvent parameters are defined by 
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(e.g., Helgeson and Kirkham 1974), where N is Avagadro’s number, e is electron charge, k is 
Boltzmann’s constant, and T is absolute temperature. Dimensions of A and B are kg1/2 mol−1/2 
and kg1/2 mol−1/2 cm−1, respectively. 

Equations (16) and (17) demonstrate that A and B depend on H2O density and dielectric 
constant. As discussed above, while 

2H Oρ  is reasonably well known from H2O equations of 
state (e.g., Haar et al. 1984; Saul and Wagner 1989; Wagner and Pruß 2002), 

2H Oε  is not. 
However, estimates of A and B may be made from extrapolations of 

2H Oε  to high P and T (Fig. 
1). Figure 5 shows values of A and B from Manning et al. (2013).

Attempts to use Equation (14) have a long and storied history in solution chemistry in 
general, and aqueous geochemistry in particular. The various, widely used forms of Equation 
(14) can be derived from simplifying assumptions. For example, the Debye-Hückel equation 
is obtained if bi = 0. Assuming åiB = 1 and bi = 0 yields the Güntelberg equation. Because 
positive values of bi are required for gi to increase in concentrated solutions, the Debye-Hückel 
and Güntelberg equations nominally pertain to electrolyte behavior only in dilute solutions. 
This problem is partly circumvented by the Davies (1938, 1962) equation, in which åiB = 1 and  
bi = CAz2 where C is 0.2 or 0.3. But the appropriateness of using these (or any other) fixed 
values of C might logically be questioned at high P and T. 

Recognizing the importance of investigating fluid-rock interaction in geological settings 
of widely varying P and T, Helgeson and coworkers (Helgeson 1969; Helgeson et al. 1981) de-
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veloped a framework in which values 
of the bi parameter (variably referred 
to as the “extended term parameter,” or 
“B-dot” after an alternate symbol defi-
nition) were derived for a wide range 
of electrolytes as a function of P and T. 
In practice, it is impractical to account 
separately for å and b for each ion, so it 
is typically assumed that these param-
eters may be approximated as those of 
the dominant electrolyte in solution, 
which for geochemical applications is 
in many cases NaCl. As with the A and 
B parameters, bNaCl has been limited to 
≤5 kbar (Helgeson et al. 1981). How-
ever, Manning et al. (2013) recently 
used correlations with 

2H Oρ  to extrapo-
late bNaCl to high P and T (Fig. 6).

Activity coefficients calculated 
from the various modifications of 
Equation (14) differ dramatically. Fig-
ure 7 shows calculated activity coeffi-
cient for a monovalent ion (e.g., Na+ 
or Cl−) at 700 °C, 10 kbar, conditions 
relevant to the high-PT environments 
under consideration here. At these 
conditions, A = 1.0 kg1/2/mol1/2, B = 
0.4×10−8 kg1/2/mol1/2cm, å = 3.72×10−8 
cm, and bNaCl = 0.28 kg/mol (Figs. 
5 and 6; Manning et al. 2013). The 
Güntelberg equation is similar to the 
Debye-Hückel equation and yields 
steadily decreasing value of gi with ris-
ing ionic strength. In contrast, the Da-
vies and B-dot equations yield similar 
forms, with minima at I = 0.5-0.8 mol-
al and rapid rise in activity coefficient 
at higher I.

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND  
CALCULATED MINERAL SOLUBILITY

Taken together, the need for extrapolations of logK and ∆G°, the disparate forms of solute 
activity models, and the uncertainties in solute parameters might discourage any attempt to carry 
out quantitative modeling of speciation, mineral solubility, and/or reactive transport in high-P 
environments. Such reservations would be strengthened by absence of experimental data with 
which to test the accuracy of any models. However, with the developments of hydrothermal-
piston cylinder methods (Ayers et al. 1992; Manning 1994; Manning and Boettcher 1994) and 
hydrothermal diamond-anvil cell techniques (Bassett et al. 1996), there is now a growing data 
set on high-PT mineral solubility that can be used to assess the computational approaches 
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outlined above at mid-crustal to upper-mantle conditions. A simple example serves to show 
that in nearly every respect, concerns about extending these methods to the lower crust and 
upper mantle are largely misplaced.

The solubility of corundum in H2O and in KOH solutions has been measured at 700 °C, 10 
kbar, to a total K concentration ([K]total) of ~4 molal (Becker et al. 1983; Tropper and Manning 
2007a; Wohlers and Manning 2009). The data allow evaluation of the density extrapolation 
method and of the consequences of adopting different activity-coefficient models. For these 
solutions we can assume the presence of seven main aqueous species in solution: H+, OH−, K+, 
KOH(aq), HAlO2(aq), AlO2

−, and KAlO2(aq). The density model can be used to derive equilibrium 
constants from SUPCRT92 and Ho and Palmer (1997) at 700 °C, 10 kbar, for the following 
equilibria:
 Al2O3 + 2H2O = 2HAlO2       logK = −5.883 (18)
                                                   corundum
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 HAlO2(aq) = H+ + AlO2
−          logK = −4.877 (19)

 KOH(aq) = K+ + OH−               logK = −1.206 (20)

 KAlO2(aq) = K+ + AlO2
−          logK = −0.299 (21)

(Wohlers and Manning 2009). Using these equilibrium constants, the logK for Equation (8) 
(Marshall and Franck 1981), the constraint of electrical neutrality, one of the ion-activity 
models, and known [K]total, the solubility of corundum in H2O and aqueous KOH solutions 
can be computed independent of the experiments by iterative solution of the resulting system 
of equations.

Becker et al. (1983) and Tropper and Manning (2007a) reported corundum solubility in 
pure H2O at 700 °C, 10 kbar, to be 1.08±0.08 and 1.19±0.14 millimolal, respectively. Using 
the Güntelberg equation for ion activity coefficients, A = 1.0, and unit activity coefficients 
for neutral species, the predicted solubility derived from the density extrapolation is 1.14 
millimolal, in close agreement with the measured values. Other activity formulations give an 
essentially identical result because the solution is so dilute (Fig. 7). 

While the result above is encouraging, the low total solubility of corundum in pure H2O 
means that the comparison does not meaningfully distinguish potential differences between 
activity models. For this it is necessary to compare predicted and calculated solubility as a 
function of increasing concentration of an electrolyte such as KOH. Figure 8 shows corundum 
solubilities measured in KOH solutions at 700 °C, 10 kbar (Wohlers and Manning 2009) 
and those independently calculated using the Güntelberg, Davies (C = 0.2 and 0.3) and 
B-dot formulations for activity coefficient. Parameter values were the same as those used in 
Figure 7, and it was again assumed that g = 1 for neutral species. The various equations for 
ion activity coefficient yield calculated solubilities that differ negligibly from one another at  
[K]total ≤0.1 molal (Fig. 8). But even at the highest [K]total of 4 molal, predicted [Al]total ranges 
from a minimum of 2.0 molal (Davies with C = 0.3) to 2.4 molal (Güntelberg) as compared to 
the experimental value of 2.7 molal, a surprisingly small difference given the high concentration. 
In general, it is clear that differences in predicted solubility arising from adopting any of the 
activity models are minor over a wide range of concentration and ionic strength. Note that 
Wohlers and Manning (2009) used the Güntelberg formulation to refine the logK for Equation 
(21), which explains why corundum solubility calculated using Güntelberg activity coefficients 
best matches the experimental data (Fig. 8); however, the relative differences between the 
formulations would remain similar if one of the other activity models had been used.

Both the Güntelberg and Davies formulations depend on knowledge of only one solvent 
parameter, A. Manning and coworkers have argued that calculations of mineral solubility at 
high P and T are relatively insensitive to variations in A, and that it can be assumed equal to 
unity (Manning 1998, 2007; Wohlers and Manning 2009; Manning et al. 2010; Wohlers et al. 
2011). This is supported by the relatively narrow range in values exhibited by A away from 
the critical region of H2O (Fig. 5A) (Helgeson and Kirkham 1974), and by tests indicating 
that results varied little with changes in this parameter. But assuming A = 1.0 may have been 
fortuitous, as Figure 5A shows that the new high-P estimations yield A = 1.0 at 700 °C, 10 
kbar. As a check, values of A were arbitrarily varied by ±20%, and corundum solubility was 
then recalculated and compared to the experiments of Wohlers and Manning (2009). Figure 9 
illustrates that the calculations are insensitive to relatively extreme and arbitrary variations in 
A. Although accurate knowledge of this parameter is useful for high precision, uncertainties in 
A should not prevent thermodynamic modeling of aqueous solutions at high P and T.

The insensitivity of calculated solubility to activity-model form or solvent parameters is 
due at least in part to the effects of ion pairing. As will be shown below, ion pair formation in 
H2O is significantly more extensive at high P and T than in surficial or shallow crustal settings. 
This will tend to limit the rise in true ionic strength, at least in compositionally simple systems.
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Figure 8. Comparison of experimentally determined corundum solubility in KOH solutions with indepen-
dently calculated solubility using different ion activity models, at 700 °C, 10 kbar. Filled circles are data 
of Wohlers and Manning (2009); solid lines are calculated solubility according to the Güntelberg, Davies, 
and B-dot equations (see text). Inset shows expanded view of high-concentration range. Parameter values: 
A = 1.0 kg1/2/mol1/2, B = 0.4×10−8 kg1/2/mol1/2cm, å = 3.72×10−8 cm, and b = 0.28 kg/mol (Figs. 5 and 6; 
Manning et al. 2013).
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The example of corundum solubility in H2O and KOH solutions suggests that use of 
density-based models to extrapolate standard state thermodynamic data, when coupled with 
the observation that speciation calculations are relatively insensitive to choice of activity 
model and solute parameters, is a promising approach for calculation of mineral solubility at 
high P and T. Similar results have been obtained for calcite in H2O at a range of high P and 
T (Manning et al. 2013) and albite + paragonite + quartz in H2O at 10 kbar and T < 500 °C 
(Manning et al. 2010) (see below). 

Several important caveats should be noted. The calculations outlined above incorporate 
data from a variety of sources; no attempt at internal consistency was made. Use of the density-
based fitting procedure for extrapolation to high P can lead to subtle but potentially aggravating 
inconsistencies with calculations at 3-5 kbar using unsmoothed thermodynamic data (e.g., 
from SUPCRT92). More fundamentally, the derivation of the properties of aqueous species or 
equilibria from solubility or conductance data may lead to nonunique solutions that depend 
on a priori assumptions about the identities of participating species. An example is NaCl, for 
which the same data sets have been used to obtain fundamentally different conclusions about 
its extent of dissociation at low to moderate P (c.f. Frantz and Marshall 1984; Oelkers and 
Helgeson 1991). Results of calculations of species abundances are frequently provisional, 
subject to significant refinement upon the arrival of more and better experimental data. 
Nevertheless, it is clear from the tests above that reasonably accurate estimates of equilibrium 
constants and activity coefficients can be made and applied to investigate metasomatic 
environments ranging from the middle crust to the upper mantle.

APPLICATIONS

The agreements between experimentally determined mineral solubility at high P and T on 
one hand, with those predicted using the density model and a combination of the HKF EOS 
and low-P experimental data on the other, lends confidence to the quantitative investigation 
of fluid-rock interaction at P > 5 kbar. Below I discuss examples that highlight the utility of 
extending many of the tools familiar to those working at lower P to the high-P environments 
of interest here.

Activity-activity diagrams

Standard state properties of ions, H2O, and minerals can be used to compute equilibrium 
activity-activity diagrams, which are useful for illustrating metasomatic phase relations at a P 
and T of interest (e.g., Bowers et al. 1984). Such diagrams are projections of mineral saturation 
surfaces onto a coordinate system involving fluid compositional variables. For example, 
consider the equilbrium

 3KAlSi3O8 + 2H+ = KAl3Si3O10(OH)2 + 2K+ + 6SiO2(aq)  (22)
                                            K-feldspar                                 muscovite

Here, the equilibrium is written so that Al is conserved in the minerals, and SiO2(aq) corresponds 
to total SiO2 in solution, neglecting polymeric silica speciation (see below). The logarithm of 
the equilibrium constant for Equation (22) is

2(aq)

K
SiO muscovite K-feldspar

H

log 2 log 6log log log (23)
a

K a a a
a

+

+

= + + −

Assuming pure, stoichiometric minerals in their standard state of unit activity at any P and T, 
the two right-hand terms equal zero, and Equation (23) can be rearranged to obtain 

2(aq)

K
SiO

H

1
log log 3log

2
(24)

a
K a

a

+

+

= −
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which is the equation for a straight line if we adopt plotting coordinates of log(aK+/aH+) and 

2(aq)SiOloga . Writing similar Al-conserving reactions between minerals in the system of interest 
(e.g., K2O-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O, or KASH) and then computing equilibrium constants from 
standard state thermodynamic properties allows identification of equilibrium mineral stability 
fields and phase boundaries as functions of fluid compositional variables.

Figure 10A illustrates equilibrium fluid-mineral phase relations in the KASH system at 
700 °C, 10 kbar. At constant P and T, the saturation surface for each stable aluminum-bearing 
mineral defines a divariant field; mineral-mineral phase boundaries yield univariant phase 
boundaries; assemblages of three minerals are invariant. Quartz is Al-free (neglecting trace 
substitution), so it defines a saturation surface which projects onto Figure 10A as a vertical 
line. Because the diagram portrays equilibrium phase relations, quartz saturation defines the 
upper limit of SiO2(aq) activity, and any fluid with higher 

2SiOa  is metastably supersaturated 
with respect to quartz. The diagram is useful for exploring how isothermal-isobaric changes 
in mineral assemblages record variation in activities of aqueous species at local equilibrium, 
which aids interpretation of metasomatic mineral zoning observed in outcrop. For example, 
at constant P and T, mineral zonation from quartz  +  kyanite → kyanite  +  muscovite → 
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muscovite  +  corundum indicates decreasing 
2SiOa  and rising aK+/aH+ in the coexisting pore 

fluid. At quartz saturation, rising acidity along a flow path at constant aK+ would produce 
mineral zoning of K-feldspar → muscovite → kyanite.

The choice of species is arbitrary and strictly a matter of convenience. Common practice 
is use of the simple cations of the oxides of interest, except for silica. However, these need 
not—and in many cases at high P and T, do not—correspond to the most abundant species in 
solution. Species choice is immaterial because the topology of the fluid-mineral phase relations 
must be the same, though the numeric values of the activity ratios and products change. Figure 
10B illustrates phase relations in the KASH system, again at 700 °C and 10 kbar, but with the 
aqueous Al species AlO2

−. As described above, this species is likely to predominate in high-
PT fluids in this system at pH only slightly above neutrality. Nevertheless, the topology is the 
same as if Al+3 were used instead. Examples of other quantitative high-PT activity-activity 
diagrams can be found in Manning (1998, 2007). 

Homogeneous equilibria

Experimental data constraining the equilibrium constant for the self-dissociation of water 
(Eqn. 8) (Quist 1970; Sweeton et al. 1974) have been fit using a density model (Marshall and 
Franck 1981). Figure 11 shows variation in the equilibrium constant (logK) for Reaction (8) 
with pressure along isotherms (200, 400, 600, 800 °C), and along geothermal gradients (10, 
20, 40 °C/km) that model dP/dT associated with burial/exhumation and heating/cooling in a 
range of crustal and upper-mantle settings. It can be seen that logK becomes less negative with 
increasing P along the plotted isotherms, with increasing T along isobars, and with greater 
burial along geotherms. This means that Reaction (8) is driven to the right to ever-greater 
degrees with progress along these paths; that is, the self-dissociation of water becomes more 
extensive. The opposite obtains for cooling and decompression paths.

The greater extent of H2O self-dissociation in high P-T environments has important con-
sequences. Figure 11 shows that neutral pH is dramatically lower than in shallower envi-
ronments. In addition, in contrast to shallow-crustal environments, the H2O self-dissociation 
products H+ and OH− contribute significantly to ionic strength in deep crustal environments. 
For example, at 600 °C and 25 kbar, conditions that may be expected to attain along the tops 
of subducting slabs (e.g., Syracuse et al. 2010), the ionic strength of pure H2O is ~1 millimolal.
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NaCl is likely to be an important electrolyte in high P-T environments. Figure 12A 
illustrates that the equilibrium constant for 

 NaCl(aq) = Na+ + Cl− (25)

rises with increasing depth along any isotherm (Quist and Marshall 1968a). In contrast, the 
coupled rise in P and T with burial along a geotherm leads to a decrease in logK.

The extent of dissociation of electrolyte AB is usefully characterized as 

[ ]
(aq)

total

1 (26)AB

AB

AB

  α ≡ −

Where [AB(aq)] and [AB]total denote the concentration of associated electrolyte in the solution, 
and the electrolyte total concentration, respectively. According to Equation (26), αAB varies 
from 0 to 1 as electrolyte AB changes from fully associated to fully dissociated, and it therefore 
represents a simple parameter for tracking the extent of electrolyte dissociation or association.

Figure 12B illustrates the variation in αNaCl with P along the same isotherms and geotherms 
as in Figure 12A, assuming dilute solutions in which activity coefficients can be approximated 
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as unity. The extent of dissociation rises with P along isotherms. With isobaric heating at 
<5 kbar, NaCl changes from fully dissociated at low T to strongly associated at high T. This 
contrasts with behavior along the same path at high P, where less association is induced by 
heating. These relations mean that solute NaCl compressed along model geothermal gradients 
is more dissociated than it would be if isobarically heated to the same extent. In general, 
the extent of NaCl association is greater at all elevated P and T than at 25 °C and 1 bar, but 
when high-T igneous and metamorphic environments are compared, the extent of electrolyte 
dissociation is greater in deep settings (e.g., subduction zones) than in their shallow equivalents 
(e.g., contact metamorphic aureoles).

At fixed P and T, rising NaCl concentration in dilute solutions will initially inhibit dis-
sociation, owing to the decrease in activity coefficient (Fig. 7). However, continued increase in 
concentration will eventually cause activity coefficients to exceed unity and yield more exten-
sive dissociation. In the saline brines that may accompany metamorphism and melting in deep-
crustal amphibolites and granulites (Touret 1985; Newton et al. 1998; Aranovich et al. 2013), 
NaCl is effectively completely dissociated (Aranovich and Newton 1996) (see below). Similar 
observations can be made for KCl (Aranovich and Newton 1997; Ho and Palmer 1997), as 
well as for AB2 electrolytes such as CaCl2 and MgCl2 (Fig. 13) (Frantz and Marshall 1982). 

At ambient conditions HCl 
is a strong acid by virtue of its 
large logK of 9.3, which indi-
cates nearly complete dissocia-
tion. However, Frantz and Mar-
shall (1984) showed that HCl 
becomes much weaker at high 
P and T. Figure 12C illustrates 
that variation in logK along iso-
therms and geotherms is similar 
to that of NaCl, although values 
exhibit a wider range. The equi-
librium constants translate to 
αHCl indicating that burial along 
all geotherms yields significant 
HCl association (Fig. 12D). The 
extent of association is greatest 
along elevated geotherms, but 
is still prounounced even along 
subduction-type geotherms that 
are here modeled as 10 °C/km. 
Similar effects can be seen in 
strong bases such as KOH (Ho 
and Palmer 1997). In general, strong acids and bases become significantly weaker in high P-T 
fluids.

The pH dependence of mineral solubility

Mineral dissolution in H2O is a strong function of pH. However, the substantial changes 
with P and T in H2O self-dissociation and in mineral and solute stabilities translate to 
differences in the pH dependence of mineral dissolution. This can be seen using two examples, 
calcite and corundum.

Calcite dissolution is the primary contributor to groundwater alkalinity, but the magnitude 
of this effect depends on the prevailing pH and the relative stabilities of CO2(aq), HCO3

− and 
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500 °C, as a function of H2O density (Frantz and Marshall 1982).
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CO3
−2. This effect arises from the modest solubility of calcite in H2O, which can be seen by 

writing the equilibria

 CaCO3 = Ca+2 + CO3
−2 (27)

                                                                             calcite

 HCO3
− = H+ + CO3

−2 (28)

 CO2(aq) + H2O = H+ + HCO3
− (29)

Equilibrium constants for Equations (27-29) can be combined with Equation (8) and charge 
and mass balance to derive the well-known pH dependence of calcite solubility (Fig. 14A). 
Calcite solubility corresponds to the sum of all carbonate species in solution, which together 
must equal the total dissolved calcium (only Ca+2 is considered for simplicity). The minimum 
calcite solubility of 0.06 millimolal exists in alkaline solutions of pH >12. However, decreasing 
pH progressively increases solubility as Equations (28) and (29) are driven to the left due to 
H+ addition. Figure 14A illustrates that reaction with acidic solutions can yield very high 
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calcite solubility. In the absence of external controls on pH, initially neutral H2O brought 
into equilibrium with calcite acquires a pH of 9.1 at ambient conditions, solubility is 0.30 
millimolal, and the predominant form of dissolved carbon will be HCO3

−.

Calcite solubility relations exhibit similar form at deep-crustal conditions of 700 °C and 
10 kbar (Fig. 14B). Solubility is at a minimum in alkaline solutions, and it increases with 
decreasing pH. In addition, calcite solubility is essentially identical in the most acidic solutions 
at the two P-T conditions shown. However, there are three important differences from relations 
at ambient conditions. First, the minimum solubility in alkaline solutions is predicted to be 
lower than at 25 °C, 1 bar. Second, the relative stabilities of the carbonate species vary with 
P and T, and it can be seen that the HCO3

− predominates over a narrower pH range at 700 °C 
than at ambient conditions. Finally, the pH of initially pure H2O equilibrated with calcite shifts 
to 6.2 relative to neutral pH of 3.8 at these conditions. The magnitude of the shift is similar 
to that at 25 °C, 1 bar, but the solubility of 11 millimolal at the acquired pH is higher and the 
predominant dissolved carbon species is carbonic acid (CO2(aq)).

In contrast to carbonate minerals, aluminum-oxide compounds are amphoteric owing to 
the ability of dissolved Al and its hydrates to form stable cations and anions. The effects 
of changing P and T from ambient conditions to those of the deep crust and upper mantle 
can be examined using corundum (Al2O3). In the presence of H2O, corundum is metastable 
with respect to gibbsite (Al(OH3)) at 25 °C, 1 bar; however, differences in pH dependence 
between corundum and gibbsite are negligible at these conditions. At 25 °C, 1 bar, metastable 
corundum solubility in H2O displays a deep minimum of 1×10−7 molal at pH = 6.2 (Fig. 15A). 
Shifts in pH to more acidic or more alkaline values yield dramatic enhancement in dissolved 
Al concentration. The depth of the solubility minimum is partly a consequence of the fact that 
neutral HAlO2(aq) is only marginally stable at these conditions, and it accounts for the limited 
solubility of Al in near-neutral H2O. Initially neutral H2O acquires a very weakly acidic pH of 
6.8 by equilibrating with corundum, and the dominant species is AlO2

− (Fig. 15A).

As with calcite, the pH dependence of corundum solubility at 700 °C, 10 kbar, is similar 
in form to that at low P and T (Fig. 15B), but in detail there are important differences. The 
minimum in the solubility curve is substantially broader and shallower due to the significantly 
greater relative stability of neutral HAlO2(aq). The solubility of corundum is therefore predicted 
to be much higher at elevated P and T, consistent with experimental studies (Becker et al. 
1983; Tropper and Manning 2007a). Neutral HAlO2(aq) is predicted to become predominant 
over AlO2

− in initially pure H2O equilibrated with corundum. Though the solution still shifts 
to slightly acid pH, the magnitude of this shift is smaller.

These conclusions have important implications for Al mobility as a consequence of H+ 
metasomatism. At near-surface conditions, H+ metasomatism leads to substantial Al solubility 
and mobility and is widely recognized where acidity is produced for example by oxidation 
and/or cooling of dissolved volcanic gases in hydrothermal systems. However, Figure 15B 
illustrates that acids do not have the same effect at high P and T, and the significant weakening 
of otherwise strong acids such as HCl (Fig. 12) at high-grade conditions makes it even more 
difficult to mobilize Al by this mechanism. Though H+ metasomatism has been proposed in 
medium- to high-grade metamorphic contexts (Vernon 1979; Zaraisky 1994; Nabelek 1997; 
McLelland et al. 2002), the constraints imposed by Figure 15B make this scenario unlikely 
except in very unusual cases.

Buffering of pH by rock-forming minerals

The elevated logK for H2O dissociation and the relative weakness of acids and bases at 
high P and T also mean that the nature of pH buffering by rock-forming mineral assemblages 
changes significantly with depth of metasomatic environment. For example, at ambient 
conditions, the consumption of H+ during transformation of olivine to hydrous serpentine 
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minerals generates strongly alkaline waters. Springs issuing from actively serpentinizing 
ultramafic rocks may have pH in excess of 10 (e.g., Barnes and O’Neil 1969; Barnes et al. 
1978). Does this also occur at high P and T? The relevant equilibria change with P and T due 
to variations in mineral stability; however, we can use the pH-buffering equilibrium between 
forsterite and talc

 4Mg2SiO4 + 10H+ = Mg3Si4O10(OH)2 + 5Mg+2 + 4H2O (30)
                                            forsterite                                       talc

as a model. Though this equilibrium is metastable with respect to others involving serpentine 
minerals at low P and T, it usefully illustrates how the consequences of H+ consumption 
change with burial depth. At ambient conditions, pH buffered (metastably) by Equation (30) 
is 10.79, which differs from neutral pH (∆pH) by 3.79 pH units. In geothermal systems of 
modest temperature (100 °C, Psat), pH = 8.63 and ∆pH = 2.51. The disparity between the buffer 
equilibrium and neutrality is smaller, but buffered pH is still quite alkaline, consistent with 
observations of alkaline, ultramafic-hosted submarine warm springs (e.g., Kelley et al. 2001). 
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lated assuming unit activity coefficients. 
Mineral pH buffers calculated with density 
model with data from Marshall and Franck 
(1981), and SUPCRT92 using the slop98 
data set. Abbreviation: cor, corundum.
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This trend continues as P and T increase: at 300 °C and 2 kbar, pH = 5.89 and ∆pH = 0.87; at 
700 °C and 10 kbar, pH = 3.97 and ∆pH = 0.18. These calculations show that pH buffered by 
Equation (30) declines significantly with rising P and T. The buffered pH remains alkaline, as 
required by H+ consumption (Eqn. 30); however, the most striking result is that the difference 
between buffered pH and neutrality declines to the point of insignificance at 700 °C and 10 
kbar.

Similar results are obtained with other silicate pH buffers. At ambient conditions, the 
(metastable) assemblage K-feldspar + muscovite + quartz buffers pH at 9.40, whereas at 
700 °C, pH is 4.09. As with forsterite + talc, ∆pH declines but remains alkaline—from 2.40 
to 1.88. Note that, at 700 °C and 10 kbar, the pH buffered by the K-feldspar + muscovite + 
quartz is significantly more alkaline than that imposed by forsterite + talc. The results of these 
calculations indicate that as P and T increase to lower crustal and upper mantle conditions, 
less extreme pH shifts away from acid-base neutrality should be expected in fluids internally 
buffered by silicate rock mineral assemblages. 

The effects of pH buffering by silicate mineral assemblages are important for deep 
fluids. Consider calcite, which is sparingly soluble in pure H2O at 700 °C, 10 kbar. Figure 
14B illustrates that aqueous pore fluids in which pH is controlled by equilibrium with a rock 
matrix dominated by silicate minerals such as K-feldspar + muscovite + quartz or forsterite + 
talc, will in effect act as moderate to strong acids and raise calcite solubility. For example, at 
forsterite-talc-buffered pH of 4.09, calcite solubility is 0.88 molal, or ~80 times higher than in 
H2O equilibrated with calcite alone (Fig. 14B). Clearly, consideration of pH effects is essential 
in evaluating carbon transport in deep metasomatic environments. 

Salinity and saline brines

Chlorine is likely an important ligand in high P-T fluids, and variation in its concentration 
will strongly influence dissolved element solubility and speciation. As discussed above, it 
is unlikely that externally derived solutions in these environments are strongly acidic. It is 
therefore more appropriate to examine the consequences of changing chlorinity by modeling 
Cl addition as a dissolved alkali-chloride, such as NaCl. Manning (1998) examined the role 
of varying dissolved NaCl concentration on solubilities of the model mineral assemblage 
glaucophane + garnet + omphacite + quartz near the blueschist-eclogite transition at 550 °C, 
17.5 kbar (Fig. 16). Dissolved NaCl was varied from 0.001 to 1.0 molal, or 0.006 to 6 wt%. 
Figure 16 shows that Cl− is the dominant form of chlorine in solution. Solute concentrations are 
generally low, even at the highest [NaCl]total. Changes in speciation reflect the combination of 
the relative stabilities of association/dissociation equilibria and the large equilibrium constant 
for H2O dissociation (logK = −6.91).

As summarized by Newton and Manning (2010), highly concentrated brines may play 
an important role in high-grade metamorphism, especially at granulite-facies conditions in 
the lower crust. These brines may attain salt mole fractions of 0.3 or greater, and it is highly 
likely that the supporting cations include not just Na+, but in addition K+, Ca+2, Mg+2, and 
other major rock-forming metals. While a comprehensive treatment of these solutions is 
beyond the scope of this review, it is important to note that the standard state adopted here 
is inappropriate at such high concentrations. Newton and Manning (2010) showed that the 
brines can successfully be modeled as ideal solutions of fully dissociated salts diluted by 
H2O. With the exception of quartz, solubilities of rock-forming minerals in such solutions are 
dramatically higher than in dilute aqueous solutions like those modeled in Figure 16 (Newton 
and Manning 2000, 2002, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008a; Tropper and Manning 2007a,b; Antignano 
and Manning 2008a; Wykes et al. 2008; Tropper et al. 2011). Such solutions can be expected 
to be powerful metasomatic agents wherever they occur.
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Figure 16. Variation in species concentrations with total Cl in aqueous fluid equilibrated with model glau-
cophane ecolgite at 550 °C, 17.5 kbar (after Manning 1998). Bold lines denote total element concentra-
tions; thin lines, concentrations of individual species. The pH decreases from 6 to 5.3 as logCltotal increases 
from −3 to 0; neutral pH is 3.5.
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“Excess” solubility and identification of additional solutes

The methods described above also provide a framework for identifying new solute 
species and quantifying their concentrations. This is exemplified by experimental studies of 
the solubility of aqueous silica in equilibrium with various mineral assemblages. It was long 
assumed that in crustal metamorphic settings, all dissolved silica exists as monomeric silicic 
acid (H4SiO4, for which we will adopt here the anhydrous notation SiO2(m)) (e.g., Walther and 
Helgeson 1977). This can be tested by comparing measured silica solubility associated with 
different assemblages which fix, or “buffer,” the activity of SiO2 at constant P and T. Examples 
are:

 Al2O3 + SiO2(m) = Al2SiO5 (31)
                                                                     corundum                            kyanite

 Mg2SiO4 + SiO2(m) = 2MgSiO3 (32)
                                                                     forsterite                                enstatite

If only monomeric SiO2 is present, then assuming unit activity coefficient for neutral SiO2(m) 
(i.e., 

2(m)SiO  = 
2(m)SiOa ; see above) and stoichiometric minerals permits determination of the 

solubility of either assemblage constrains 
2(m)SiOG∆   at that P and T from:

2(m) 2(m)SiO SiO kyanite corundumln  (33)bufferG RT m G G∆ = +∆ − ∆  

Experimental measurements of SiO2 concentrations associated with these assemblages (Zhang 
and Frantz 2000; Newton and Manning 2002, 2003) allow prediction of the solubility of other 
silica buffers, such as quartz:

 SiO2 = SiO2(m) (34)
                                                                                    quartz

2(m)

2(m)

SiO quartzquartz
SiOln (35)

G G
m

RT

∆ − ∆
= −

 

which have been measured independently (e.g., Anderson and Burnham 1965; Manning 1994). 
Newton and Manning (2002, 2003) showed that using Equations (33) and (35) underpredicts 
quartz solubility at ≥5 kbar and ≥600 °C, and that the extent of underprediction grows with 
rising P and T. These observations require the presence of additional dissolved silica species 
whose concentrations increase with P and T. This is consistent with spectroscopic observation 
of polymerization of aqueous silica to form dimers (Si2O4(d), Zotov and Keppler 2000 2002) at 
high P, T, and Si concentration. That is, the reaction

 2SiO2(m) = Si2O4(d) (36)

is driven to the right at high P and T, and

 [Si]total = [SiO2(aq)] = [SiO2(m)] + 2[Si2O4(d)] (37)

Figure 17 illustrates the consequences of recognizing the presence of SiO2 dimers in 
addition to monomers. If all dissolved silica were assumed to be monomers and quartz 
solubility measurements alone had been used to derive 

2(m)SiOG∆  , then the phase relations would 
predict more restricted stability fields than when polymerization is taken into account. Newton 
and Manning (2008b) and Hunt and Manning (2012) extended this approach to higher T and 
showed that further polymerization to trimers and other structures must occur as the hydrous 
melting curve is approached and crossed. As pointed out by Manning (2004), polymerization 
in the aqueous phase is the chemical behavior that makes possible fully miscible mixing of 
hydrous silicate melt and solute-rich aqueous fluid. Simple mixing models of the system SiO2-
H2O that account for homogeneous polymerization reactions successfully reproduce melting 
relations and solubilities (Hunt and Manning 2012).
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Identification of excess solubility relative to that predicted via the density-model has 
been extended to other compositional systems and leads to the conclusion that aqueous 
polymerization of dissolved rock-forming oxide components is an unanticipated but pervasive 
feature of high-PT fluids. Manning (2007) identified Si and Al solubilities in corundum + 
kyanite equilibrated H2O that were greater than predicted assuming only monomeric species 
of Si and Al (Fig. 18A). The excess solubility was used to predict the Gibbs free energy 
of an assumed Al-Si dimer, HAlSiO4(aq), and evaluate changes in species abundances as a 
function of addition of dissolved silica (Fig. 18B). Increasing [Si]total produces rising [Al]total 
due to increasing concentration of HAlSiO4(aq). This leads to the surprising prediction that 
the maximum dissolved Al concentration should be observed at quartz saturation rather than 
at corundum saturation, a result entirely a consequence of aluminosilicate cluster formation.

Manning et al. (2010) determined the solubility of the assemblage albite + paragonite 
+ quartz at 350-620 °C, 10 kbar. Using simple dissolved solutes in this system, they showed 
that measured solubilities agreed with those predicted using the density-modeling approach at 
350 to ~500 °C, indicating that calculations based on simple ions, monomers, and ion pairs of 
species in this system are adequate to explain the observations. However, measured solubilities 
are greater than predicted from 500 to 620 °C (Fig. 19). Moreover, the discrepancy grows with 
increasing T, and yields a predicted maximum at the melting point of 635 °C. The agreement at 
lower T, coupled with independent observations that density-based extrapolations are robust in 
simple solute systems even at higher T (see above), indicate that the discrepancy is caused by 
increasing concentrations of species not taken into account in the calculations; i.e., polymeric 
clusters. The results of Manning et al. (2010) make it clear that such species are in fact the 
most abundant solutes in the solutions. At the melting point, 81% of the dissolved solutes 
are in polymerized clusters. Polymerized silica is the most abundant dissolved constituent (6 
wt%). Of this polymerized silica, 1.5 wt% is Si2O4 dimers and the rest is Si-Al, Si-Na, and 
Si-Al-Na clusters. Aluminum and sodium are present in roughly equal concentrations on a 
molar basis (Na/Al = 1.1). Similar conclusions have been reached for this system at higher P 
(Wohlers et al. 2011) and in the system K2O-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O (Wohlers and Manning 2013).

Utilization of the density model for simple aqueous solutes for comparison with 
experimental results has thus led to critical insights into the important differences between 
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shallow-crustal hydrothermal fluids and those in deep-crustal and upper mantle settings. The 
experimental observation that mineral solubilities are generally quite high at elevated P and T 
can be seen to arise in part from the tendency of rock forming oxides to form SiO2-dominated 
polymeric clusters. Silica tends to be the most abundant dissolved solute in high 

2H Oa  fluids 
equilibrated with silicate rocks, so polymerized complexes with SiO2 can be anticipated to be 
the predominant dissolved form of many elements. This is especially true for aluminum, for 
which low solubility in H2O has long conflicted with ample geologic evidence for Al mobility 
as evidenced by aluminosilicates in high-PT veins and segregations (Manning 2007). The 
elevated Al solubility arising from the formation of polymerized Al-Si-hydroxide clusters offers 
a simple mechanism for dissolving and transporting significant Al. Similar conclusions have 
been drawn for elements such as Ti and Zr, whose oxides display low solubility in pure H2O 
despite geologic evidence for fluid mobility in certain high P and T settings (Antignano and 
Manning 2008b; Manning et al. 2008; Ayers et al. 2012; Wilke et al. 2012; Louvel et al. 2013).

Concluding remarks

Thermodynamic modeling of interactions between aqueous fluids and rocks at high P 
and T require as input standard-state properties of solute species and a model for quantifying 
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departures from ideality. Work at middle crustal to upper mantle conditions has been hindered 
by uncertainties in solute properties and activity models at > 5 kbar. I have shown here that 
extrapolations based on the density of H2O afford reasonable estimates of equilibrium constants 
and Gibbs free energies of equilibria and solutes. Moreover, calculations of the effects of 
non-ideality appear to be relatively insensitive to activity models and input parameters, at 
least to moderate total dissolved solids. Agreement between extrapolated data and experiment 
provides confidence for carrying out thermodynamic modeling of fluid-rock interaction at 
high P and T, which leads to the conclusion that fluids and their interaction with minerals 
differ in fundamental ways in deep terrestrial environments as compared to shallow settings.

The approach outlined must be viewed as an initial attempt to make deep fluid-rock 
interaction accessible to the widely used tools of aqueous geochemistry. The density-
based approach has the advantages that it extends the commonly utilized HKF EOS, that 
any simple linear extrapolation is reasonable within HKF EOS uncertainties, that there is 
a thermodynamic basis for the approach to linearity, and that the range of extrapolation is 
relatively small. In addition, the approach allows simple combination of HKF data set with 
important homogeneous equilibria that are not included. On the other hand, the methods 
used are empirical, and the extrapolations will compound any errors in accuracy inherent to 
equations of state or experimental data. Mixing data sources can introduce serious accuracy 
and internal consistency problems. Nevertheless, the advantages strongly outweigh the 
shortcomings, as the approach makes possible quantitative aqueous geochemical modeling in 
a wide range of high-pressure geologic systems.
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